
 

Speech and Language 

 

Language support: 

Many children have speech and language difficulties and you will know better than any of us if your 

child struggles to listen or follow instructions.  These are quite generic statements that may help 

you. 

• Gain your child’s attention before giving an instruction (use their name 1st). 

• Keep instructions short and simple. Break instructions into smaller chunks, give a bit of 
information at a time. Say things in the order they need to be done 

• Repeat instructions more than once. 

• Encourage your child to support themselves with strategies e.g. visualisation, or repeating 
instructions back to themselves.  

• Check that your child has understood what they need to do. Get them to repeat it back to you.  

• Use visual or contextual support to help them to remember and understand fully. E.g. Give 
longer, more complex instructions in a visual or written form; pictures, diagrams and bullet 
pointed steps of tasks. Some children are more likely to be a much better visual learner.  

• Encourage your child to ask for clarification when necessary and praise them for recognising 
that they haven’t understood and need help.  

• Model activities before they do them. i.e. show versus tell 

• There is a helpful web video by children’s communication Charity ICAN, check out their 
webpages or search videoican in YouTube for some helpful videos. 
 

 

Attention and listening: 

 
• Get your child’s attention before asking them to do something. – say their name!  

• Use specific prompting to encourage your child to listen and remain focused on the task i.e. 
“show me good listening” “show me good sitting” etc. 

• Allow more time for your child to process and respond to questions and requests.  

• Use natural gesture to reinforce requests e.g. quiet, sit down, listen. 

• Encourage your child to ask for repetitions or clarification if he/she was not listening, forgot 
or did not understand.  

• Allow opportunities for short physical breaks between tasks. 

• Be explicit about how and when to listen.  

• Developing attention and listening skills through listening games and activities  
- giving and following instructions (barrier games, Simon Say’s, taking messages, 

listening comprehension tasks) 
- asking and answering questions and responding to direct requests e.g. “please open 

the book” (interview tasks, role plays, Guess Who) 
 

 

Working memory: 
 



A lot of our children, particularly those having Speech and Language support would benefit from 

working memory activities.   

Memory Games Ideas  
  

Visual Memory Games  

1. Kims Game – place objects, letters, pictures, words on a tray, show them to the pupil, cover 

them up and get them to name the objects.  Alternatively you can remove one, two, three 

etc.  The pupil has to guess what has been removed. Or you can role a dice and the pupil has 

to name the number of items as indicated by the dice.  

2. Repeating a visual sequence.  This can be pictures, letters, shapes or words.  Start with 2 or 3 

and increase.  The pupil looks at the sequence and then has to repeat it with matching 

objects.  

3. ‘Find the difference’ pictures.  

4. Complete the shape – show the pupils a shape and then give them an incomplete drawing of 

the same shape. Ask the pupils to complete the shape from memory  

5. Complete the picture – show the pupils a simple picture and then give them an incomplete 

drawing of the same picture. Ask them to complete the picture from memory.  

 

Auditory Memory Games  

1. I went to the shop and I bought…, I went into space and I saw…, I went into the garden and I 

saw…, I went to the cinema and I saw…etc.  

2. Pass the object, picture and add a comment about it, for example: a viking ship, you sail in 

it, the Vikings built it … a book, you can read it, it has a picture on the front…   

3. Simon Says with 3, 4, 5, 6 instructions e.g. before you turn around twice, touch your nose, 

stand on one leg and clap your hands  

4. Shopping – put items on the desk and ask the pupil to select a number of items.  Increase 

number and get them to place them in sequence to increase difficulty.  

5. Give a series of instructions to a pupil to draw a picture.  E.g. Draw a big square in the middle 

of your paper, add a door, two circular windows with red curtains etc.   

6. Get the pupil to repeat oral sequences. This can be extended; give the pupil a group of 

letters, get them to put them in a sequence that makes a word and they then read the word.  

You could also give them a sequence of letters, the pupil gets the wooden letters and puts 

them in the correct sequence and then sees how many words they can make from the 

letters.  

7. Odd One Out – give the pupil 3,4,5 words and they have to repeat them and then say which 

is the odd one out.  

8. Opposites/Synonyms – the children recall sentences but give opposites or synonyms of key 

words, e.g. The man got off the bus and ran down the long road becomes the lady got off the 

train and walked along the short street.  

9. Barrier games – the idea is you give instructions to make or draw something the child cannot 

see.  They try to recreate it from listening alone.  It might be you draw a house with a dog on 

the roof and a tree next to the house. And they have to try and draw what you say.  You then 

compare.  If you have two identical pictures you can say what colour something needs to be.  

In addition to grids and pictures, you can:  

a. Make models with lego, bricks etc.  



b. Make words with wooden letters then get the pupil to read the word. E.g. Put the letter 

w in the second square, an s in the first square and a t in the last. Then two e’s in 

squares 3 and 4.  You can also have coloured squares, e.g. put an s in the yellow square   

  

  

 Speech Sounds and Phonics 

As well as continually building the phonics sounds, these resources can be used for you to hear if 

your child is able to make the correct sound.   https://www.jollylearning.co.uk/resource-bank/learn-

the-letter-sounds/  This is as important with our KS2 children who have SEND, as it is with our KS1 

children who are learning it daily. 

 

There are lots of similar flash cards available, and games to play.  One website offering free phonics 

games is phonics play https://www.jollylearning.co.uk/resource-bank/learn-the-letter-sounds/ 
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Sensory breaks and mindfulness. 

Ultimately, you know your child best!  In school, we find physical or ‘sensory’ breaks in the day can 

really help children focus, and children are often happier to come back to start something if they 

know they are having a stretch or a run ‘now’ and then some learning ‘next’. 

Sensory covers a range of ideas but here are some starting points: 

-press ups 

-star jumps 

-pushing and pulling against you 

-Running on the spot or in a garden 

-Tight squeezes and clenching, then relaxing 

-Calm music time 

-Lights turned down time 

-Fairy lights time 

-Popping bubble wrap 

-Biting into crunchy apples, carrots, or even ice cubes 

-wrapping up in soft blanket 

-Permission to shout or scream in a set time 

-Messy play (mud, shaving foam, bubbles, soapy water, icy water, leaves, sand, pouring water) 

 

Mindfulness  

 Go Noodle is an amazing website but mindfulness could include a quiet activity such as colouring, or 

simply listening to a bell, or chime, or piece of music. https://www.gonoodle.com/ 

 

Anxiety and Worries 

Setting aside some time to talk, or time to write down worries. 

This is really important.  Children approach us all day with little worries, and it’s important we thank 

them for sharing their worries with us.  They are reassured to hear we are also going to think about 

their worries, but we often don’t give them a solution but consider a problem shared is a problem 

halved.  The NHPCC has guidance on this, including imagining your worries as a physical bag.  If it’s 

too full, you can’t carry it.  If you’ve emptied it through the day through sharing, you will feel the 

weight is lifted. 

The more they talk to you, the more you will be able to determine the cause of their worries, which 

might then be something you can explore together. 

https://www.gonoodle.com/


 In addition to the mindfulness steps, we regularly encourage our children to manage their breathing 

and take time to feel calm. Often we do it with them, or using physical resources to help. 

There are LOTS of ways here, more than I have ever thought possible! 

https://copingskillsforkids.com/deep-breathing-exercises-for-kids 

 

 

 
List of websites to support your child’s learning 

 

Videos of Numberblocks: https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b08bzfnh/numberblocks  

 

Play dough disco video to copy: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJQ2CaA7E50  

 

Videos of Alphablocks: https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/alphablocks  

https://copingskillsforkids.com/deep-breathing-exercises-for-kids
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Teach your monster how to read: https://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com/games/tm2  

(log in is in your pack) 

 

Numbots: https://play.numbots.com/#/intro (children should have been given a log in by 

class teachers )  

 

Twinkl are allowing free access online at the moment: https://www.twinkl.com/  

They have many resources such as; online stories, printable work sheets, PowerPoints. 

 

Don’t forget you can email the Ilminster Avenue SEND team with any questions 

or worries. 
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